Murou-ji Temple is the most popular autumn foliage spot in Uda City. This ancient temple and colorful leaves make a beautiful contrast.

**Access** From Murouguchi-Ono Station, take a bus bound for Murou-ji Temple.

In autumn, Magatama Pond looks beautiful surrounded with beautiful autumn leaves. This park is associated with the first Emperor of Japan, Jimmu.

**Access** From Kintetsu Haibara Station, take a bus bound for Hari IC. Get off at Uda Police Station and walk for 30 mins.

The garden has 3000 maple trees in 1200 different species collected from around the world. A huge red maple tree welcomes you at the entrance. Daigan-ji is known for its medicinal herb cuisine the temple’s restaurant offers. (Reservation required)

**Access** From Kintetsu Haibara Station, take a bus bound for Ouda. Get off at the final stop and walk for 5 mins.

In autumn, Murou Dam looks amazing when the surrounding colored trees are reflected on the lake. It is a nice hiking destination that offers abundant natural beauty.

**Access** 30-minute walk from Kintetsu Murouguchi-Ono Station.

Located deep in the mountain, Seiren-ji offers a tranquil atmosphere. It is associated with a legendary tragic princess ‘Chujo’ who is believed to have lived in the 8th century.

**Access** From Kintetsu Haibara Station, take a bus bound for Utano. Then walk for an hour.

We recommend that you check the bus schedule in advance, as there are not many buses on some routes.

【Uda City Tourism Section】TEL: 0745-82-2457 Email: s-kankou@city.uda.lg.jp